Reversed polarity of adjacent bipolar electrograms (EGM) has been proposed as a mapping method for focal arrhythmias with high specificity.
| INTRODUC TI ON
Reversed polarity of adjacent bipolar electrograms (EGM) has been proposed as a mapping method for focal arrhythmias with high specificity. 1 Herein we report the mapping of focal fascicular premature ventricular contraction (PVC) using reversed polarity of adjacent bipolar EGMs.
| C A S E
A 56-year-old man who had symptomatic PVCs visited our institution. The 24-hour ambulatory monitoring demonstrated 23% of PVCs. No structural abnormalities within the heart were observed.
Since the PVCs were refractory to propafenone, the patient was referred for an electrophysiological study. The baseline electro- Following that, however, the PVCs were bumped at that site where the reversed polarity of the bipolar EGM was recorded, and thus, we were unable to perform additional activation mapping. Instead, we performed pace mapping at that site, but it did not show a perfectly matched QRS complex. However, based on the above findings, we concluded that the clinical PVCs arose from the LBB, and radiofrequency applications with 30 W at 48°C were applied slightly proximal to the site where the reversed polarity of the bipolar EGM was recorded. Figure 2C shows the ablation site. Then no further clinical PVCs were observed in follow-up ambulatory monitoring.
| D ISCUSS I ON
Fascicular PVCs usually present as relatively narrow QRS complexes and the PVCs are preceded by a FP, which suggests the site of origin. 4 The exit site, which is the earliest activated ventricular F I G U R E 1 Surface 12 lead electrocardiogram showing bigeminal PVCs. The PVC morphology is that of an incomplete RBBB pattern causing confusion with an RBBB aberrancy. The numbers within the tracing express the coupling interval from the PVC to the preceding sinus QRS complex in milliseconds. Please note that as the preceding coupling interval shortens the degree of the RBBB pattern becomes augmented (from the first to the third PVC), conversely, lengthening of the preceding coupling interval diminished the degree of the RBBB pattern (from the fourth to seventh PVC).
myocardium, could emerge from anywhere among the ventricular myocardium, and the myocardium near the site of origin is often activated later than the exit site. 5 The closer the site of origin is to the proximal portion of the His Purkinje system, the greater the possibility of a discrepancy between the origin and exit site. For that reason, pace mapping can produce significantly different QRS morphology even when pacing is performed at the site of origin, unless a fascicle is selectively captured by a pacing stimulus without capturing neighboring myocardium. The slightly different morphology of the PVC and paced QRS complex in our case might be the result of simultaneously capturing of the LBB and neighboring myocardium.
The peculiar finding in our case was the matching between the site that exhibited a reversed polarity of the bipolar EGM and the PVC focus. Our case demonstrated an almost exact mirror image of the reversed polarity of the bipolar EGM from the mapping catheter, which implied that the mapping catheter was precisely positioned parallel to the activation focus. Unlike myocardial PVCs, which generally propagate in a centrifugal manner, PVCs arising from the proximal bundle branch usually propagate in a linear manner. For that reason, a reversed polarity of the bipolar EGM is more likely to be observed in a focus from a bundle branch PVC than a focus from a myocardial PVC. Accordingly, recording the reverse polarity of the bipolar EGM can be a useful mapping strategy to bracket focal PVCs arising from a bundle branch.
Another interesting finding in our case was that the augmentation of the RBBB pattern depended on the preceding coupling interval. Since
PVCs arising from the distal Purkinje fibers would cause a wide QRS complex, regardless of the coupling interval from the previous beat, this finding could suggest the diagnostic criteria of fascicular PVCs arising from the proximal bundle branch.
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